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Dental chair upholstery tends to crack after a 
while, making the chairs look old and dated, 
and not exactly instilling confidence in your 

patients to “have a seat” for their appointment.
To combat this issue, Air Techniques developed 

Monarch Vinyl Upholstery Cleaner to clean and 
care for all vinyl upholstery covers of treatment 
chairs and to maintain the value of dental treat-
ment chairs and other artificial leather covers. 

Made of a special blend of surfactants, silicone 
compounds and avocado oil, Monarch Vinyl 
Upholstery Cleaner cleans and cares intensively 
without leaving any residues and provides a silky 
gloss finish.

“My team loves it! In addition to being simple 
to use with the convenient spray, Monarch Vinyl 
Upholstery Cleaner removes stains from water 
and boots, and leaves a beautiful finish to the 
chairs,” said DPS Advisory Board Member Dr. Sheri 
Doniger.

Monarch Vinyl Upholstery Cleaner can be ap-
plied with the included special sponge to rapidly 
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Air Techniques‘ 
Brian Mergentime 

demonstrates how 
to properly clean 

and condition a 
dental chair using 

Monarch Vinyl 
Upholstery 

Cleaner.
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5 FEATURES YOU SHOULD KNOW ABOUT 
MONARCH VINYL UPHOLSTERY CLEANER:
1   Cleaning fluid for cleaning and caring of vinyl upholstery

2   Intensive cleaning effect, removes stains of all kind, spots, and 
discoloration

3   Excellent material compatibility, suitable for all covers made of 
artificial leather

4   Environmentally friendly, propellant-free spray bottle

5   Set with one 500-mL spray bottle and 10 special sponges
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and thoroughly remove stubborn grime, stains, and discoloration 
caused by, for example, non-fast dyestuffs in clothing. 

“Our chairs are always clean. I think it is better that the patients 
don’t notice, as all they see is a clean chair, not a spotty, stained 
one,” said Dr. Doniger.

The cleaner is indicated to be used 2 to 3 times per week or as 
required. Only a small amount is necessary to cover a large area to 
achieve excellent cleaning results.

“Monarch Vinyl Upholstery Cleaner is compatible with other 
sprays or wipes that are used for infection control—simply use the 
spray or wipe, wipe the surface material dry, and then apply the 
vinyl cleaner after,” said Nicole Miller, Product Manager, Hygiene 
for Air Techniques.

Monarch Vinyl Upholstery Cleaner can be used without any 
problems on all artificial leather surfaces. The material tolerability 
of other leather surfaces should be checked on a concealed sur-
face before application. The special sponges should not be used 
on genuine leather.

“Monarch Vinyl Upholstery Cleaner is a great addition to our of-
fice’s care armamentarium,” added Dr. Doniger.

Air Techniques’ Surfaces family of 
products includes Monarch Surface 
Disinfectant, available as a spray or 
wipes. The ethanol-based, bleach-free 
formula disinfects 
hard, non-porous 
surfaces killing a 
broad spectrum 
of pathogens, 
including 
tuberculosis, 
viruses, bacteria, 
and fungi, in 
just 1 minute. 
Fragrance-free, yet 
effective against 
odor-causing bacteria, Monarch Surface 
Disinfectant cleans and disinfects in one 
step, saving time and money. 
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BEFORE AND AFTER
Cleaning Comparison on Vinyl Upholstery 

Monarch Vinyl Upholstery Cleaner vs. Dish Soap

Dental chair stained with test soil and pen.

Left: cleaned with dish soap. Right: cleaned with 
Monarch Vinyl Upholstery Cleaner. The cleansing 
effect can be clearly seen on the cleaning utensils. 

Remove excessive cleaning solution with a dry towelette. 
Remaining, unbound  grime will be removed. 

MEET THE SURFACES FAMILY 

*Monarch Vinyl Upholstery Cleaner does not contain any disinfectant properties.


